
 PeeringDB Issues board  Google Meet  PC Todo list  Product Roadmap 

 2024-02-01 Start:  15:30 UTC  End:  16:30 UTC 
 Participants: Jack, Stephen, Jeff, Matt, Leo, Martin, Yan 
 Apologies: Yolandi, Pete 

 Main agenda 
 ●  Quality: 

 ○  Checking on beta and active sign-off for major changes 
 ■  Sign-off from  n  PC members and some community threshold 
 ■  Making beta serve live data (  #1534  ) would encourage  more users to test. 

 It is now more of a QA than a true beta. But this is problematic when the 
 changes relate to database structure. Could refresh the database once an 
 hour to get some more use of beta but people would be unlikely to test 
 writes as they’d be blown away after an hour. 

 ■  Consider making preview.peeringdb.com a place to test a wider range of 
 new services (search features or new objects for instance). 

 ○  How we test each release (regressions, functionality, performance) 
 ■  We will be writing more tests for  Playwright  (web  UI testing suite) 

 ○  (Proposed draft) Decision making process for  point  releases and rollbacks 
 ○  Active monitoring of social media channels (Discords, Slack etc…) 

 ■  Jack, Jeff and Leo to chat with Outreach Committee to come up with lists 
 of places and approach to engaging with those communities 

 ●  PC Chair: 
 ○  Need to set a date for me to step back, let’s say before March 7th? 
 ○  Who wants to step up? 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #1534  Enable Regular Beta Data 
 Refresh 

 As title  YES 

 #1533  Exchange Advanced search 
 fails and returns bad search 
 data 

 As title  YES 

 #1530  missing search results when 
 doing a city location search for 
 facilities 

 As title  YES 

 #1531  Standardize drop down list 
 configuration 

 Request for consistent UI design 
 language 

 Check 

 #1527  Remove BETA search from  As title  NO - Transition to 



 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #1534  Enable Regular Beta Data 
 Refresh 

 As title  YES 

 production site  v2 

 Consent Agenda 
 Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be 
 placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion. 

 Number  Title  Summary  Consent 
 Finalized? 

 #1468  translation refresh and 
 dependency update 

 Update to weblate 5.0 to improve the 
 experience for both translators and the 
 Operations Committee 

 YES 

 #1469  v2 search - not able to find IX 
 participant based on IP 

 Bug: User should be able to search by 
 peering LAN IP address 

 DONE 

 #1473  Searching for specific facilities 
 (so far Equinix) returns 
 incorrect results 

 Missing search results  YES 

 #1476  v2 search not able to find 
 organization and network - 
 Marconi Solutions Srls 

 Missing search results  DONE 

 #1038  add default for config key  Improve dev and beta environments  YES 

 #1475  KML Placemark/Point Meta 
 Data Not Displaying Correctly 

 Some facs’ data cards do not render 
 properly in Google Earth Pro 

 YES 

 #1501  .kmz export Notes in 
 Description hides metadata in 
 Google Earth Pro 

 Bug?  YES 

 #1478  Social link controls showing 
 up when not logged in 

 As title  YES 

 #1465  Enhancement: Add other 
 global voltages to the 

 This is the opposite of what we agreed in 
 #1341  . 

 NO 



 Available Voltages feature 
 Should we improve the description on the 
 site so users know that this element 
 describes non-standard power offers? 

 #1479  Facility data incorrectly 
 exported to KMZ 

 As title  Keep cached 
 data but clarify to 

 users that it;s 
 updated once 
 every 24 hours 

 (consider adding 
 it to the 

 watermark) 

 #1485  Invalid_client error on oauth  Oauth bug?  Reporter should 
 clarify 

 #1490  Spelling fix for KMZ  As title  YES 

 #1500  pdb_stats needs to be 
 updated to include Campuses, 
 Carriers, etc. & possible bug 
 with user counts 

 As title  YES 

 #1528  pdb_rir_status task errors on 
 deskpro ticket creation 

 As title  YES 

 #1455  Org name 
 RIPE-NCC-END-MNT for new 
 networks 

 Still an issue  YES 

 Informational 
 No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since 
 the last meeting. 

 Number  Title  Summary 


